E-Z-GO® Rebrands Textron Fleet Management (TFM) to
Pace Technology
AUGUSTA, Ga. (July 27, 2021) – E-Z-GO®, a Textron Specialized Vehicles business,
is rebranding its product line previously known as Textron Fleet Management to Pace
Technology.
The rebrand reflects E-Z-GO’s legacy of innovation and the overall breadth of the
Pace product line. Pace products range from cutting-edge solutions to help golfcourse operators manage their fleets of golf cars, utility vehicles and turf equipment, to
systems that enhance the experience of golfers at any course.
Pace Technology will continue to offer the numerous benefits that customers expect
and rely on to optimize course operations and amplify the golfer’s on-course
experience. Pace Technology enables golf course operators to manage their fleets and
operations in real time, using tools such as geo-fencing, speed enforcement, and the
ability to monitor vehicles’ locations remotely.
In addition, course operators can optimize their staff’s efficiency and productivity of
their equipment by using activity zones to manage day-to-day workloads, analyzing
staff travel time throughout the facility, and monitoring vehicle maintenance needs
with remote diagnostics.
Golfers enjoy a host of available features to enhance their round, including high-end
speakers that can be seamlessly paired with their smartphones, direct two-way
messaging with the clubhouse, clear hole graphics and personal caddy feature and
tournament leaderboards that integrate with leading industry software such as Golf
Genius™ and Vision Perfect™.
To meet the needs of any course or facility, Pace Technology is available in both
screenless and high-definition screen solutions that deliver immediate benefits and
capabilities that are unmatched in the industry.More information on Pace Technology
and E-Z-GO vehicles can be found at ezgo.com.
About E-Z-GO
Founded in Augusta, Ga. in 1954, E-Z-GO is a globally renowned leader in the design and manufacture of golf cars and
personal transport vehicles, known for its innovation in sustainable electric-vehicle and powertrain technology. E-Z-GO
models include RXV® and TXT® fleet golf cars; Freedom® and Valor personal golf cars, and E-Z-GO Express™ personal
utility vehicles. Its latest innovation is the Liberty™, the industry’s first vehicle to offer four forward-facing seats in a
compact, golf-car-sized footprint. The employees of Textron Specialized Vehicles are committed to a culture of compliance
and the prevention of pollution, aiming to sustain premier status through integrating environmental performance into their
business processes. E-Z-GO became part of Textron Inc. in 1960, and today operates as part of the company’s Textron
Specialized Vehicles division.

About Textron Inc.
Textron Inc. (NYSE: TXT) is a multi-industry company that leverages its global network of aircraft, defense, industrial and
finance businesses to provide customers with innovative solutions and services. Textron is known around the world for its
powerful brands such as Bell, Cessna, Beechcraft, Hawker, Jacobsen, Kautex, Lycoming, E-Z-GO, Arctic Cat, Textron
Systems, and TRU Simulation + Training. For more information visit: www.textron.com. Certain statements in this press
release may project revenues or describe strategies, goals, outlooks or other non-historical matters; these forward-looking
statements speak only as of the date on which they are made, and we undertake no obligation to update them. These
statements are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause our actual results to
differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.

